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Abstract—This paper presents a new technique to enhance impedance bandwidth of single layer
half width microstrip leaky wave antenna (HW-MLWA) with continuous main beam scanning. The
enhancement is realized by etching four circular slots on the radiation element. Two of the circular slots
are placed close to the feed port, and the others are close to the matching load. The wide main beam
scanning is between +12◦ and +70◦ when operation frequency sweeps between 4.3 GHz and 6.5 GHz. A
comparison between the Uniform HW-MLWA (reference) and the proposed HW-MLWA with circular
slots is provided to study the effectiveness of the added circular slots. The proposed HW-MLWA is
fabricated and tested. The measured impedance bandwidth is 49.9% (4.28 GHz to 7.13 GHz) with peak
gain 10.31 dBi at 5 GHz, hence the proposed antenna can be considered as a suitable candidate for
C-band applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

The vast growth of the communication system applications and new technologies necessitate the design
of wideband antennas to keep pace with such diverse applications [1, 2]. Leaky wave antenna (LWA)
is a promising candidate for these developing applications because of its advantages, such as wide
bandwidth, low profile, easy fabrication, capability of beam scanning, and narrow beamwidth. LWAs
are preferable for use in satellite communication, multipoint communication, and automotive radars [3–
7]. In a radar system, most of the applications require a wide bandwidth to reach a continuous wide
beam scanning. LWA was discovered in 1940 in a slotted rectangular waveguide, then in 1979, the
structure of microstrip leaky wave antenna (MLWA) was proposed by Menzel [8, 9]. Interest in LWAs
has endured since it was first discovered. Various types of LWAs have been developed, such as substrate
integrated waveguide (SIW)-LWA using line sources for endfire radiation [10], SIW-LWA, such as the
butterfly [11], new reconfigurable 1-D LWA Fabry-Perot [12], multilayer SIW composite right left-handed
(CRLH) dependent on LWA [13], SIW double periodic CRLH LWA [14], circularly polarized half-mode
SIW (HM-SIW) [15], LWA based on SIW with transverse slotted rectangular waveguide [16], novel
3D half width microstrip based on LWA [17], HW-MLWA with stub loaded for beam steering [18],
LWA with loaded shorted via [19], and full width microstrip LWA wideband for two symmetrical beam
scanning [20]. However, most studies on LWA have focused on continuous beam scanning without
focusing on how the bandwidth can be increased to obtain a wide scanning range. Several designs
have focused on overcoming bandwidth limitations [21], and multi-feed was used to increase aperture
size, leading to an increase in the bandwidth with fixed gain. However, this design is complex and
difficult to fabricate because of the multi-feed. In [22], the authors suggested a novel design to enhance
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the impedance bandwidth with high directivity of the resonant cavity antenna by using two dielectric
layers as superstrates. However, in [23] the authors suggested 2-D Fabry-Perot LWAs consisting of
two periodic metallo-dielectric arrays over a ground plane to enhance impedance bandwidth. In [24]
an HW-MLWA with a periodically loaded u-slot was proposed to attain two bands for forward and
backward scanning. Recently, in [25] a transmission line based on CRLH-LWA was investigated. In
order to enhance input impedance bandwidth, bandpass filter synthesis technique was utilized to design
matching sections. The researchers in [26] suggested to extend the use of the split-ring resonators
meta-surface to a wide-angle scanning LWA. The major limitation of this design is complex. However,
more recently, the authors in [27] proposed the use of a lens that compensated the dispersion of leaky
wave, making a whole broadband antenna. This design reduced the losses and cost at high frequency.
However, their dispersive nature integrally produced a beam squint effect in the main lobe.

In this paper, a novel technique to increase the bandwidth of uniform HW-MLWA by using circular
slots with continuous beam scanning is proposed and investigated. The HW-MLWA is composed of four
etched circular slots on the radiation part of the proposed antenna. This circular slot on the patch of
LWA causes a mismatch in the impedance. A new circular slot needs to be etched on the microstrip line
near matching port to obtain matching impedance. A uniform HW-MLWA can be used to investigate
and compare with new proposed HW-MLWA. The proposed HW-MLWA is fabricated and tested to
prove the concept of this technique.

2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

The proposed HW-MLWA is shown in Figures 1(a) and (b) which illustrate the top view and feed line,
respectively. The proposed antenna uses a Rogers RT5880 substrate with length (L) of 180 mm (2.52λo),
width (W ) of 40 mm (0.56λo), height (h) of 1.575 mm, permittivity (εr) of 2.2, and tan δ = 0.0009,
where λo is the free space wavelength at 4.2 GHz. The ground plane dimension is the same as that
of the substrate dimension, and the length (lp) and width (wp) of the microstrip radiating element
are 160 mm (2.24λo) and 11 mm (0.154λo), respectively. The top edge of the HW-MLWA radiating
element is connected to the ground plane through a perfect electric wall called (septum) which consists
of an array of vias, as shown in Figure 1(a). A septum is used to support the propagation of the first
high-order mode to avoid the propagation of fundamental TEM wave [28, 29]. The electric wall of the
antenna is constructed using 80 vias, wherein the distance between ttwo centres of vias is Dv = 2 mm,
and all vias have a diameter of d = 0.9 mm. The proposed HW-MLWA is fed from one end, and the
other end of the antenna is terminated by a 50 Ω matching load to suppress reflected waves [30]. The
dimensions of the SMA connectors are based on commercial standard. The gap (S) between the edge

(b)

(a)

Figure 1. Proposed uniform HW-MLWA. (a) Top view. (b) Tapered feed line and circular slots.
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of the microstrip line end and the centre of the first via is important, because it forces the wave toward
the microstrip edges (see Figure 1(b)). A tapered feed port is used to improve the matching impedance
of the proposed antenna [31]. The dimensions of the tapered feed line (wf1) and (wf2) are determined
by using the equations in [32]. The other dimension length of the tapered lines (Lf2) and (Lf3) is
determined by using the equations in [33]. A parametric study is conducted using the software package
CST Microwave Studio for optimization. The parameter values of the simulation results are listed in
Table 1. The radiation part contains etchings of four circular slots (two near the feed port in the left
side and two near the matching load in the right side). The dimension of radius of circular slot (r) is
mentioned in Table 1.

Table 1. Some parameters of proposed HW-MLWA.

Parameter S Wf1 Wf2 Lf1 Lf2

Size (mm) 1.5 3.8 7.6 1.7 7
Parameter Lf3 Df r

Size (mm) 3 1.8 4.2

3. THEORY

The HW-MLWA has a small size with the same beam scanning capability beam scanning as the
conventional MLWA [34]. The direction of the main beam for uniform HW-MLWA is given by [35]:

θ(f) = sin−1

[
β (f)
ko (f)

]
(1)

where β is the phase constant, and ko is the wave number of free spaces. The main beam scanning from
broadside direction to endfire increases in frequency when 0 < α ≤ β < ko, where α is the attenuation
constant [36]. The gain decreases when the beam is near the end fire because of the poor radiation in
the end fire. The radiation power is dependent on the length lp of HW-MLWA and leakage rate α. As
observed in Figure 2, the leaky wave propagation has an exponential function when the beam scanning
is from the broadside towards the end fire. The radiation efficiency of the proposed HW-MLWA can be
determined by [37].

ηRAD = 1 − e−2αlp = 1 − e−4παlp/koλo (2)
The complex propagation constant on HW-MLWA is obtained as follows [38]

k =
√

ω2μεr − k2 (3)

ej2kwp = −k − ωμY

k + ωμY
(4)

Y =
h

120λo
+ j

koεrΔwp

120π
(5)

Figure 2. Propagation of leaky wave in uniform HW-MLWA.
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where Δwp is the variable width of the HW-MLWA defined as

Δwp = 0.412h
εeff +

0.3lp
h

+ 0.262

εeff +
0.3lp

h
+ 0.262

+
Dv

2π

⎡
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1

πd/2

)
−

4π2

(
d

2

)2
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D2
vεr

λ2
o

⎤
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εr + 1

2
+

εr − 1
2

(
1 +

5h
wp

)−1/2

(7)

An etched circular slot is placed in the radiation element of uniform HW-MLWA to realize wideband
antenna. The slot does not increase the size of the antenna and has a small effect on the radiation
pattern. The position and shape of the slot on the LWA must be appropriate. Figure 3 shows the
RCL equivalent circuit of the proposed antenna. Hence, the equivalent circuit of the circular slot
containing inductance with capacitance is a series Ls1Cs1 connected to another Lp1Cp1 shunt. The
proposed HW-MLWA has four slots coupled with the RCL equivalent circuit of the radiation element.
The equivalent circuit of array vias is inductance-connected parallel to the radiation element. The feed
network represented as Lf inductance of the connector is a connected series with a radiation element
circuit.

Figure 3. The equivalent circuit of proposed HW-MLWA with circular slots.

In order to calculate the bandwidth of proposed HW-MLWA by using the procedure in [24] to find
the cutoff frequency of the proposed antenna let β = 0

fH =
1

2π
√

Cs4Ls4
(8)

fL =

√
LfCLT (3LT + Lf )

2πLfCLT
(9)

where LT = LvL
Lv+L .

The correlation of the bandwidth (BW) with a quality factor (Q) of the proposed HW-MLWA is
given as BW = 1/Q

√
2. The Q is decreased because of the circular slots in the radiation element and the

dielectric loss of substrate and conductor losses of the antenna. Based on this correlation, the bandwidth
increases when the Q decreases. The etching slot in the radiation element near the feed port leads to
a reduction in the large inductive reactance component of the input impedance of HW-MLWA, making
it easier to obtain matching impedance. In this design, the capacitive reactance for the circular slots is
compensated by the large inductive reactance for shorting array vias. The electric field distributions of
the proposed HW-MLWA with and without circular slots are investigated at band range to verify the
first higher order mode of the proposed antenna. The introduction of a shorting pin connects the patch
and the ground plane, which forces the electric field to zero. Figures 4(a), (b), (c), and (d) illustrate the
electric field distributions at 4.5 GHz, 5GHz, 5.5 GHz, and 6.5 GHz, respectively. The surface electric
field at the edge of the circular slot is very strong, whereas it in the HW-MLWA without slot is very
weak. An increase in the electric field in the periodic half width antenna with circular slots leads to an
increase in bandwidth. Unfortunately, the antenna with a slot causes a decrease in the realized gain
but has a limited effect on the radiation pattern.
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(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

Figure 4. Electric field distributions (amplitude) of two different antennas at: (a) 4.5 GHz, (b) 5 GHz,
(c) 5.5 GHz, and (d) 6.5 GHz.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The proposed HW-MLWA is tested using the CST Microwave Studio. The wideband HW-MLWA is
realized by etching circular slots near the feed port and matching port in the radiation element. The
etching slots in radiation part do not increase the size of the antenna, and the radiation pattern has
a small effect. Figure 5 illustrates the reflection coefficient of HW-MLWA without circular slotting,
and Figure 6 shows steps of etching circular slots close to the feed port, leading to an increase in the
bandwidth, whereas the etching of circular slots close to the matching load is used to increase the
surface current field in the endfire and to match the impedance for proposed antenna. As such, in
Figure 5, for the proposed uniform antenna without any slot, the return loss is less than −10 dB from
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4.10 GHz to 4.72 GHz and impedance bandwidth 15.3% (4.03 GHz to 4.70 GHz), whereas in Figure 6 the
impedance bandwidths of HW-MLWA with one, two, three, and four circular slots are 33.3% (4.40 GHz
to 6.16 GHz), 37% (4.40 GHz to 6.40 GHz), 45.8% (4.27 GHz to 6.81 GHz), and 49.9% (4.28 GHz to
7.13 GHz), respectively.

The standing wave is the companion of the original signal propagating in the antenna and reflected
wave. The ratio between these waves is known as the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR). This
parameter is used to describe the performance of the proposed antenna with a transmission line. It

Figure 5. |S11| for proposed HW-MLWA without circular slots.

(b)(a)

(d)(c)

Figure 6. |S11| for proposed HW-MLWA with: (a) One slots. (b) Two slots. (c) Three slots. (d) Four
slots.
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Figure 7. VSWA for the proposed uniform HW-
MLWA.
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Figure 8. Radiation and total efficiency (%) of
the proposed HW-MLWA.

is also used to measure the characteristic impedance of the transmission line and matche the terminal
impedance of the proposed antenna. The VSWR is the ratio between the maximum RF voltage and
the minimum one along the transmission line. Figure 7 shows that the VSWR is ≤ 2, which means that
the proposed antenna has good matching impedance.

The radiation efficiency of the proposed design decreases gradually when the main beam direction
becomes closer to the endfire and is high near broadside [24]. The radiation efficiency is decreased by
27.38% when the main beam scanning changes the operating frequency between 4.5 GHz and 7.1 GHz,
see Figure 8. The total efficiency of the proposed antenna is close to the radiation efficiency throughout
the main beam scanning between 12◦ and 60◦ when the frequency changes from 4.5 GHz to 7.1 GHz,
indicating good matching throughout scanning range. The total efficiency and radiation efficiency drop
at a higher frequency (after 7.1 GHz) because of poor radiation and impedance mismatching at endfire.
The decrease in radiation efficiency compensates the high directivity for the proposed HW-MLWA.

4.1. Reduction of the Cross Polarization

The cross-polarization increases significantly when the main beam scanning from broadside to the
forward direction and from lower frequencies to the higher frequencies. This is the major limitation
of uniform MLWA [31]. Increase in cross polarization levels causes a distortion in the signal quality.
As can be seen from Figure 9(a), the distribution of electric field component direction at the edge of

(b)

(a)

Figure 9. Electric field components distribution at 4.5 GHz for: (a) Uniform HW-MLWA. (b) Uniform
HW-MLWA with slots.
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microstrip line is in y-direction. The field components close to feed port are circularly polarized, and
this phenomenon leads to increase of the cross-polarization level in the uniform MLWA. However, the
authors in [39] used a balanced symmetric structure around the centre line of the suggested structure,
and this technique reduces the cross-polarization level. Our research uses etching circular slots on the
radiation elements close feed port which leads to changing the direction of electric field components and
hence matching the circular slot with characteristic impedance of the uniform MLWA (see Figure 9(b)).
Through this approach, we also achieve good tradeoffs between the cross-polarization and open stopband
of MLWA.

The shape of the slot on the radiation element is very critical. The proposed design uses a circular
slot to increase the bandwidth with good matching impedance and decrease the cross polarization of
the antenna. Figure 10 shows the cross-polarization of proposed HW-MLWA with the circular slot,
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Figure 10. Predicted cross-polarization level of proposed Uniform HW-MLWA with and without slots
at: (a) 4.5 GHz, (b) 4.6 GHz, (c) 4.7 GHz, (d) 4.8 GHz, (e) 4.9 GHz, and (f) 5 GHz.
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Figure 11. A short section of electric field on the top surface for proposed HW-MLWA with circular
slots at 4.5 GHz.

which becomes less than the cross-polarization without slot throughout the main beam scanning by
changing the operating frequency (4.5 GHz, 4.6 GHz, 4.7 GHz, 4.8 GHz, 4.9 GHz, and 5 GHz). It can be
observed that the cross-polarization increases when the main beam moves to forward direction, from
lower frequencies to higher frequencies. Figure 11 illustrates the electric field distribution on the top face
of the circular slots on the proposed HW-MLWA (x-y plane) when the main beam direction is +22◦ at
4.5 GHz. The antenna radiates from the circular slot, which is located in both the polarized directions
x and y. The edge of the radiation element also radiates and is polarized in the y-direction. The dashed
white circles represent the electric components that cancel each other because these components are in
the opposite directions, leading to a decrease in the cross polarization in the proposed antenna.

4.2. Continuous Beam Scanning for the Proposed Antenna

The main beam for the proposed antenna can scan by changing its operating frequency. According to
Eq. (1), when a change in the operating frequency results in a change in the value of β/ko, the main
beam direction changes. Various studies have explored LWAs beam scanning by changing the operation
frequency [15–15, 40–42]. Although most of these studies have focused on beam scanning, a few studies
have focused on increasing the bandwidth which leads to obtaining wide range beam scanning. In
Figure 12, the scanning range for the design with circular slots is greater than that without slots. The
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Figure 12. Predicted radiation patterns (x-z-plane) of the proposed HW-MLWA: (a) without circular
slots, and (b) with circular slots. (Phi = 0).
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boundary bandwidth of the proposed antenna is 4.28 GHz to 7.13 GHz. When the operation frequency
between this band and the main beam direction is changed, such as when the elevation angle of the
main beam is +12◦ at 4.3 GHz and the main beam direction +70◦ at 6.5 GHz, the main lobe is scanned
between the broadside and endfire. The realized gain is decreased when the beam scan is close to endfire
because of the poor radiation efficiency in endfire. From Figure 12(b) it can be seen that the maximum
realized gain of the proposed antenna is equal to 10.31 dBi at 5GHz with elevation angle +40◦.

5. MEASURED RESULTS

The proposed design is fabricated and tested to prove the concept of the proposed wideband HW-
MLWA. Figure 13 shows a photo of the fabricated antenna. This section discusses the performance and
validation antenna with simulation design in terms of the bandwidth radiation pattern.

Figure 13. Photograph of the fabricated prototype HW-MLWA.

5.1. S-Parameter

The S-parameters of the prototype is measured using an Agilent Technologies E5071C Network
Analyser. Figure 14 shows that the measured reflection coefficient ≤ −10 dB from 4.32 GHz to 6.86 GHz
(45.43%), indicating good agreement between the measured and simulation results. A slight difference
can be observed between the simulation and measurement results because the measured curve of the
reflection coefficient is shifted marginally in high frequencies. This shifting may occur due to several
reasons. First, the losses from the feed connector (SMA) are not included in the CST simulation
program. Second, the dielectric and conductor losses in the fabricated proposed antenna are marginally
higher than that in the simulation. Finally, the pin-vias in the simulation are replaced by tinned pins
in the fabrication, which may lead to an increase in the conductor losses.

Figure 14. Predicted and measured of reflection coefficient against the frequency of the proposed
HW-MLWA.
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5.2. Radiation Pattern

The pattern measurement setup is carried out in the Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM)
/Antenna Measurement Lab (see Figure 15). The measured normalized radiation patterns of the HW-
MLWA prototype (x-z plane) are shown in Figures 16(a) and (b) at 4.7 GHz and 5GHz, respectively.
When the operating frequency changes from 4.28 GHz to 7.13 GHz, the simulated main beam scan in the
forward direction moves between +12◦ to +7◦. When the frequency increases, the main beam moves from
the broadside toward the endfire. The measured radiation pattern is similar to the simulated results.
However, a small difference of approximately (3◦) is observed in the main beam direction, which could be
due to fabrication tolerance, and the measured main beam scan in the forward direction moves between
+15◦ to +73◦. Figure 16(a) shows that the simulation result of the main beam direction at 4.7 GHz is
+31◦, whereas the measured main beam direction at the same frequency is +34◦. Figure 16(b) shows
the simulation results for the main beam direction at 5 GHz which is at +40◦ whereas the measurement
value is +43◦.

Figure 15. Pattern measurement setup in the Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM) (Antenna
Measurement Lab).
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Figure 16. Predict and measured normalized radiation patterns (x-z-plane) of the proposed HW-
MLWA with circular slots (Phi = 0) at: (a) 4.7 GHz, and (b) 5 GHz.
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5.3. Measured Gain

A compression-method is used to compare the measurement gains of the proposed HW-MLWA (see
Figure 17(a)). The measured peak gains at 4.7, 5, 5.5, and 6 GHz are 10.29, 10.31, 9.4, and 7.5 dBi,
respectively. At higher frequencies, the gain decreases because of poor matching impedance. The side
lobe level is also higher at higher frequencies. However, Figure 17(b) shows that measured gain decreases
when the main beam is close to the broadside and endfire.

The main objective of this work is to design a wideband HW-MLWA by using circular slots and
achieve continuous beam scanning by changing the operating frequency. However, some interesting
characteristics and features were found during the design and measurement process. First, the current
distribution of the electric field on the edge of the circular slot mitigates the cross-polarization of the
proposed antenna during the change in the main beam direction. Second, the electric field increases
with the presence of circular slots, which leads to an increase in bandwidth of the proposed antenna.
The proposed design without slot is investigated, and the continuous range scan of the main beam is
increased by using circular slots. This work reaches its target by presenting a new type of slot with
HW-MLWA. In the design, the number of slots in the proposed antenna is dependent on the matching in
the impedance of the antenna. Increasing the number of etching circular slots on the radiation elements
(not near the feed and matching port) affects the reactance profile of the antenna, hence the circular
slot not matching characteristic impedance of the uniform MLWA, achieving good tradeoffs between the
cross-polarization and open stopband of MLWA. Figures 18(a) and (b) show the reflection coefficient
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Figure 17. (a) Gain measurement setup of HW-MLWA prototype. (b) Measured gain of the HW-
MLWA prototype.
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Table 2. Comparison between the proposed HW-MLWA and reference antennas.

Antenna
Reference

Type of
Antenna

Broadside
Gain

Bandwidth
(GHz)

Scanning
Range

[24] HW -
(5.25 to 6.25)
and (7.75 to 9)

Backward to
Forward

[34] HW ∼ 1 dBi ∼ (6.1 to 6.6) +144◦ to +41◦

[43]
Fabry-Perot

LWA
17.44 dBi ∼ 1 GHz -

[44] HW No beam ∼ (6.2 to 6.7) +149◦ to +28◦

[45] SIW No beam ∼ (10.2 to 11.5) Forward only
[46] HW No beam ∼ (8.6 to 10.7) Forward only
[47] MLWA No beam ∼ (4.6 to 5.0) Forward only
[48] Periodic LWA 9.5 dBi ∼ (23.8 to 24.2) Broadside Scanning
[49] MLWA 14.5 dBi ∼ (12.2 to 14.7) −30◦ to +30◦

This work HW-MLWA No beam (4.28 to 7.14) +12◦ to +70◦

against the frequency of the proposed antenna for five and six slots, respectively. Comparisons between
the fabrication of this work and some reference antennas are listed in Table 2. These comparisons are
in terms of bandwidth, antenna type, the gain in broadside, and scanning range. It is worth to mention
here that all the approaches of the references in Table 2 scan the main beam by changing the operating
frequency.

6. CONCLUSION

In this work, a new technique to increase the bandwidth of HW-MLWA using a circular slot, from 4.28
to 7.14 GHz, has been proposed. The proposed antenna has generally high radiation efficiency, and the
main beam can scan continuously in a forward direction by changing only the operating frequency. This
design uses two circular slots close to the feed port and two others close to the matching load. The cross-
polarization level decreases because of the circular slots on the radiation element. Finally, the proposed
HW-MLWA is fabricated and validated, and the simulation results agree very well with measurements.
The measurements of the main beam scanning range from +15◦ to 73◦ when the frequency changes
from 4.28 to 7.14 GHz. The measured peak gain is 10.31 dBi at 5GHz. This proposed design is suitable
for C-band applications, such as automotive radars.
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